
TECHNOLOGY

Rack Mounted Termination point for IR repeating systems

INSTALLATION MANUAL

RACKIT IR

SPECIFICATIONS

Connectors: Screw-type 
Emitter outputs: 1/8" mini-jack, five on front, one on rear
Power supply: +12vdc power supply (included)
Dimensions: 1.75"H x 19"W x 1.25"D

The RackIt IR provides a convenient rack mounted connecting point  for a remote relay system, eliminating hard-wiring. Each room 
has its own screw-down connector for the IRTarget, each emitter and power supply has its own plug-in jack. The enclosed IRDirect 
emitters work in conjunction with the IRPrisms (see enclosed insert), and allow full rotation to direct the IR signal towards the 
IRPrism and the intended component.  IRBugs and IRfloods can also be used and are sold separately. Follow the wiring diagram 
below for basic set up. 

The RackIt IR includes a jack for an optional 12vdc wall adapter. By plugging the adapter into your receiver's switched AC outlet, you 
will provide SYS-TAT power whenever the receiver is turned on. 

IN-WALL
 IR TARGET

RED  12V (B+)

BLACK (G)

GRAY (S)

YELLOW (unused)

WHITE (unused)

WIRING DIAGRAM

WARRANTY
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RackIt IR

TECHNOLOGY

  BACK VIEW

  FRONT VIEW

The new IRDirect rotates 360 
allowing you to "aim the IR 
signal" towards the intended 

piece of  equipment.

AUDIOPLEX TECHNOLOGY
404 GWH  PO BOX 440      MELVIN VILLAGE, NH 03850

1-800-257-2077    IN NH  1-603-544-8601    FAX: 1-603-544-8901
www.audioplex.com     e-mail: sales@audioplex.com

Your AUDIOPLEX TECHNOLOGY  RackIt IR is covered by a LIFETIME WARRANTY against any defects in 
workmanship and materials. Any defects will be remedied without charge for labor or parts.

Damage incurred by shipping or accident is not considered to be a defect, and not covered by this warranty. AUDIOPLEX 
TECHNOLOGY  is not responsible for defective operation caused by abuse or by modification or service by any unauthorized person 
or agency.

The unit must be properly installed and operated according to instructions for the warranty to apply. Any necessary servicing 
must be done by AUDIOPLEX TECHNOLOGY.  The product must be returned expenses prepaid, with written authorization from the 
company. The product must be shipped with the proof of purchase and in the original carton and packing material to avoid damage.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may have other rights which vary from state to state.
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